GLOSSARY
K = knit; K2Tog = knit 2 stitches together; M1 = make one (with tip of left needle, lift strand
running between needles from the front; knit into the back of it); PBRN = place bead onto
stitch on right needle (slip a bead onto crochet hook; remove right needle from stitch and
insert hook into stitch; using left thumb and forefinger to pinch base of stitch and pulling
for a little tension with hook, slide bead onto stitch with right fingertips; replace needle back
into beaded stitch (don’t twist stitch); RS = right side; St(s) = stitch(es); WS = wrong side.

Oops! Our apologies.
In spite of our very best efforts, we’ve discovered an error in the optional
beaded bind-off portion of our Bias Before & After Scarf pattern.
The italic text at left has been corrected, and while we were at it,
we’ve added a little helpful clarification to the maneuver
described in PBRN in the glossary above.
This scarf is so simple, it invites
embellishment. Here’s a clever
way to add beads to the very edge of
your bound-off ends: K1, *PBRN (see
glossary), K1, lift beaded stitch over K1
to bind off.* Repeat between * * until
1 stitch remains. PBRN; cut yarn and
pull tail through beaded stitch.

Our thanks to the diligent customer who reported the error.
And our thanks to you for your kind understanding.
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